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The pre-Permian sediments that underlie the gas and oiI
productive cooper and Eromanga Basins at Gidgealpa are part
of the canbro-ordovician warburton Basin sequence. This
thesís integrates detailed seismic rnapping of the pre-
Permian structure at Gidgealpa, with other geological
erements of petroleum prospectivity incruding oir and gas
shows, source rocks, source maturity, reservoir development,
seals and mígration pathways.
The tectonic styre of the pre-permian structuring appears,
fron well and seismic evidence, to be the product of a
leading imbricate fan thrust system. past workers have
descríbed a repeat section within the Gidgearpa l- well based
on discordant trirobite fauna and this thesis presents
detailed evidence for the occurrence of repeated sedimentary
units in two additionar wells. The resurts of two-dímens-
íonar thrust ramp modelling of the pre-permian are also used
to support a thrust origin for the structure seên on
seísmic.
Geochemical anaryses of the pre-permian source rocks, show
they are late mature for oir generation and have rittre
renaining oil potential. They probably generated some oir
before deposition of the cooper Basin sequence, âs evidenced
from the biodegraded nature of some pre-permian oir shows.
Formation water anaryses are used to prove hydrologicar
communicatíon between the cooper and pre-permian sediment,s.
such rinkage shourd assist hydrocarbons to migrate from the
(viíi)
cooper Basin, but it also increases the risk of top sear to
sub-unconformity traps. vuggy fractured dolornítes have
demonstrated good porosity and permeabirity wherever
encountered at Gidgearpa and are the main pre-permian
reservoir target. The vugs appear to be controrred by the
original wackest,one texture Ín contrast to the fracturing
which is tectonicarly controrred and a product of the thrust
system. Potentiar karst porosity was recognised from
wireline rogs and is also a pre-permian reservoir target.
Three petroleum exploration plays within the pre-permian
emerged; two with the petroreum charge coming from the
overlying cooper Basin and the third deriving its charge
f rom within t,he pre-permian itself . Reservoi rs f or the
first two prays are either karst limestone "buried hirrs" or
vuggy fractured dolomite sub-unconformity traps. The third
playtype involves a vuggy fractured doro¡nite reservoir and a
thrust fault imbricate trap deep within the pre-permian.
Two recent wells were targeted at
sourcedr pre-Permian pIays. The
of these two wells are discussed.
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